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 Stabilization and Crisis Unit (SACU) 
 Child Welfare Programs  Other (please specify):       

 
Message: 
 
Yesterday, an issue was identified with the implementation of system changes to 
support the Standard Medical Deduction (SMD). The system automatically updated 
existing cases with a MED code to receive the SMD effective February 1, 2017. 
Unfortunately, this also resulted in an update to cases that were not eligible to receive 
a SMD (i.e. with MED under $35.01 and cases without a MED code). This means 
approximately 342,770 cases received a higher allotment (approximately $16 more) 
than they were entitled to.  
 
No further action will be needed on the 342,770 cases affected. Even though they 
were not eligible for the payment, we will not be pursuing an overpayment for the over-
issuance on these cases. If you receive phone calls from participants wondering why 
their benefits went down next month, please explain the error but assure them that we 
will not be pursuing an overpayment. 
 
What’s next? 
 

 OIS and the CAF SSP Business Analyst Team have identified the issue and 
have been diligently working toward a resolution. At this time, the SMD changes 
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that were implemented were backed out the evening of 2/1/2017 and the pre-
SMD version of the code was temporarily moved back into production effective 
2/2/2017. 
 
*This means any new case coded with a MED deduction will not reflect the SMD 
deduction and may require further action when a fix is in place. 
 
*This also means that if you update an existing case that is SMD eligible and 
displayed a higher allotment yesterday, the update will result in a lower benefit 
amount. After a fix to SMD is in place, these cases will get recalculated to the 
correct benefit amount during end of month processing for March benefits.   

 

 Since the pre-SMD code will be in FSMIS effective 2/2/2017, centrally, we will 
identify which cases will need to be reviewed to determine if a supplement needs 
to be issued for February, once this systems issue is resolved.  
 

 You will be notified as soon as SMD is fixed, tested and successfully moved into 
production. Further guidance will be available at that time. 
 

Thank you for your patience as we work through this issue. 
 

If you have any questions about this information, contact: 

Contact(s): SSP Business Analyst and SNAP Policy Units 

Phone:       Fax:       

Email: SNAP.Policy@dhsoha.state.or.us  
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